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A public hearing for the Town of Richfield Planning Board was held on Monday, January 8, 2018, at the Richfield Town Hall. The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by Chairman Urtz.  Other board members in attendance were Klemm, Reid, Sullivan, and Sylvester. 

Chairman Urtz welcomes new member Mike Reid.

Chairman Urtz opens by letting people know that a public hearing is to give people an opportunity to give their opinion and voice their concerns. It is not a question and answer. 

Chairman Urtz asks Buell Fuels employees if they would like to speak.

Kevin Hull, General Manager of Center State Propane passed out aerial photos of excising propane storage facilities located in residential areas.  The first photo was of the excising Suburban Propane tanks. There are four tanks with the holding capacity of 60,000 gallons. They recommend they would like to put in 30,000 gallons tank on the current Pennysaver property. 

Hull presents ten aerial photos of neighboring towns that have propane in residential areas.

Hull says that propane is a very safe product that is commonly stored in residential areas. All of Center State Propane employees are high trained in safety. 

Peter Miller of Center State Propane presented certificates of over 500 hours of training. Miller states that their staff goes through many steps to ensure that there are no accidents. 

Hull states they have a very well acclimated staff that have over 25 year of experience dealing with propane. He pointed out that none of their drivers smoke.

Board Member Sullivan- Training date on your certificate says 2003, is there any reoccurring training?
Miller-Yes, I go every year for training.

Board Member Klemm- voices concerns about the dangers of propane and propane explosions. 

Attorney Zamelis-States he is not saying that there is no risk. Points out that with everything there may be risk involved. 

Chairman Urtz takes comments from the public.

Dan Labarge reads from a prepared statement. (see attachment.)

Ray Hallburg- Lives on Co Hwy 25A on the 5 yard line.
- concerned about the pressure that can cause propane to be put into the air. 
-concerned about the resale value of his property
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-concerned about the safety of his family
Evelyn Hallburg- States, just because propane tanks are stored in residential areas does not mean that they are safe or a good idea. 
-does not feel that all 8 requirements of the Special Use Permit are being met. Asks the board to take these things into consideration.

Ron Hanssell- Would like a small business to come into the area.
-Does not think safety is an issue because of all the precautions that are being taken. 

Cindy Andella- Speaks of the natural gas tanks by Little Lamb Preschool. She was involved in making sure that all safety precautions were met. Andella asks the board not to rush into making a decision 

Marie Barra- What is the level of smell? 

Miller- The flammable vapor is what sets off the alarm, not the smell. 

Barra- How much vapor has to omit before the sensor goes off?

Miller-.5 parts per million for the sensor to go off.

Motion by Urtz to close the public hearing at 7:35, seconded by Sullivan.
Klemm Yes, Reid Yes, Sullivan Yes, Sylvester Yes, Urtz Yes

Regular meeting called to order at 7:35.

Chairman Urtz motions to approve the minutes for the December 11, 2017 meeting, second by Sylvester. 
Klemm Yes, Reid Abstain, Sullivan Abstain, Sylvester Yes, Urtz Yes

Chairman Urtz asks the board if they have questions for Buell Fuels employees.

Board Member Sylvester- Where is your training required through?
Miller- New York Propane and gas association 
Board Member Sylvester- Who do you answer to?
Hull- The insurance company 

Chairman Urtz -does a saddle need to be inspected regularly?
Hull-No, we wanted to have it done to ensure the existing saddles were safe.

Board Member Klemm- Does not object to the idea of propane. Has a problem with the proximity to the house and businesses in the town. 
-Suggests that a berm be put around the property. 
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Board Member Reid- How many trucks will be coming in and out of the facility? 
Hull-We would have initially one truck filling up two to three times a week, usually at night.

Board Member Klemm- What other tanks do you plan to store there?
Miller- 100 gallon and 200 gallon, no more than a couple of dozen. The tanks will be empty. 

Board Member Klemm- What do you do with tanks taken from closed accounts.
Hull-They are taken back to our Waterville facility

Hull- Our priority is to serve our customers. 

Board Member Sullivan- has been studying the special permits regulations and standards, and after listening to the residents, Sullivan is not ready to vote at this time, would like to do further research. Sullivan would like to look into other safety issues. Sullivan would like new board member Reid to have more time to look over the plan. Would like to table at this time.

Chairman Urtz- We have 45 days from now to make a decision. Should we get legal advice on this matter? 

Motion by Sullivan to table discussion until the February 12, 2018 meeting, second by Klemm 
Klemm yes, Reid Yes, Sullivan Yes, Sylvester Yes, Urtz yes

Urtz tells the public to the submit concerns or comments to Maggie Young.

Motion to adjourn @ 7:55 by Sylvester, seconded by Sullivan.
Klemm yes, Reid yes, Sullivan yes, Sylvester yes, Urtz yes


__________________________
Maggie Young, Clerk



 

 


